The. Future of the Legal
Profession in the EEC Context
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rhi.'l connotation

is to be seen in use in the phrase

they actually do. but n

would be absurd if it were, to imply that the
salaried lawyer. vis-a-vis the lawyer in private
practice. is some lower form of life or that I
regard the salaried lawyer in the United Kingdom
as having anything other than a full, equal and
honourable status in our profession.
Against that background,
I turn to the title of the
talk which is. 'The Future
of the Legal
Profession in the Community Context'.
I propose to deal with each element and consider,
first, the Community context, starting from the
base document.. the Treaty of Rome.
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Mr David Edward

QC. President

TIm ••

of the CCSE

(the Consultative Commillee of the Bars and
Law Societies of the European Community)
has
recently delivered two important
addresses to
members of the English /~gQIprofession, first on
the future of the legal profession and second on

the role of the CCSE as spokesman for
advocates.

barristers and solicitors in the United

Kingdom and che;r equivalents in the EEC
Mem~r States. not only on rrUItters conaming
professional practice but also on the wider
question

of harmonisotion

of laws. M,. Edward.

a Scottish advocate, has b«n a member of the
U"ilN Kingdom delegation Dj lhe CCBE since
October 1972, having taken the place of Lord
Mackenzie Stuar" one of the judges at the Cour'
of Justice of the European Communities:
He

became president of the CCSE for a tw~r.
term in JanU/lry 1978, and at the unaniirlour
request of the CCBE delegations earlier this year
has agreed to serve for afurlherone-year
term to
the end of 1980. The following is an abridged
version of his address delivered 10 members of
the Commerce
&:
Industry
Group and the
Solicitors EuroPftln Group on 25 June. The talk
to tu Solicitors
EwoPftln
Group and Bar
EuropNn
Group, which pret%d«i i/ in Man:lr.
will appNr in /M ncct !true of IM Guardian
Gazette.
Let me say at once, that when I usetheexprwioD
'salaried
lawyer',
I mean a lawyer who is
remunerated
by way of saJary, rather than by
way of fee. and whose function is wholly, or
mainly, to provide IqaI services 10 his employer.
Nothing I say is in the least intended, and it

Freedom of monmeat
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Title III of the Treaty deals with the freedom of'
movement
of persons, services and capital.
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Within that title, freedom of movement
of
persons and services is dealt within threechapten:

r~

which means, in
~
ch I-{ans 48 to 51) 'Workers'.
the terms of the Treaty, wage and salary earners;
ch 2 (ans 52 to 58) 'Freedom of Establishment',
0
which includcs, as it is put, the right to take up
A
and pursue activities as selr~mployed
persons
(i
and the right to set up and manage undertakings
b
in other MemOO States; and ch 3 (arts S9 to 66)
n
'Freedom to Provide Services'. defined in art 60
e:
as being
services
normally
provided
for
D
remuneration
in so far as they are not governed
by the provisions relating to free movement of
goods, capital and persons. Specific:a1ly. it is said ~.
that
services
include
activities
of 'the
professions'.
There is an important distinction
here between the English text and the text in
other languages, because the English text speaks
about activities of 'the professions',
but the
French texualks
of activities of 'Ies professions
liberates', and all the other language texts talk
about 'the free professions'.
As to exciusions, art 49 excludes from the scope
of ch I, workers employed in the pubHc service,
and an SS (applied to services by an 66) excludes
activities connected with the exercise of public
authority.
The Treaty deals in various stages with the steps
which are to be taken. Arts ~3 and 62 prescribe
that no Member State shall introduce any new
restrictions,
and arts 52 and 59 require the
abolition
of existing
restrictions
based on
nationality.
The matter is not put quite so
emphatically
and distinctly
in the chapter
relating to workers. but the position is the same.
Arts 52 and 60. lay down that the freedom to
establish and the freedom to provide services
shall be on the same conditions as for nationals
of the host country. This has been extended by
the count in 'Van Binsbergen and other cases,
where the court has said that it is not simply
discrimination
on ground of nationality which is
to be removed,
but discrimination
based on
residence or anything which prevents freedom of
movement between Member States.
Finally, there is art 57 (applied to services by an
66), which requires the Council of Ministers to
pronounce directives of two types: (a), Directives
for

Ihe ,mulual

recognition

of

diplomas,

certificates and other evidence of formal
qualifications. Again. note the difference of
language. between the English text and other
texts. In the French text. 'other evidence of
formal qualifications'
is 'autre titres' (other
titles) and that may be imponant in considering
what is the effect. for example. of the first
directive on (he provision of lawyers··services.
and (b) Directives for the co-ordination oJ the

provisions laid down by law, regulation or
adminiJtraliw action conttming tM laking up
and pursuit 0/ self-employed activities. Here
again.
let me mention
the French
text'provisions
laid down by law. regulation
or
administrative
action' is in French 'dispositions
(which means any kind of pro'w'ision having legal

effect ligisla/Ms (that means made by the

legislature)
reglementaires et administratives'.
and that brings into play the imponant
role of
administrative
law in French law and in the law
of other continenu.l countrics.

As to the 'takina up and punuit of activities'
(in French acces tt exemct). the distinction is
between the conditions under which a person
as a form of self·
may enter a profession
employed activity (what are the Qualifications

neassary

to get in in the fllSt place?) and

teumct'

(what arc the conditions which control
the pcrfonnance
of that activity once you have
. got in and arc allowed to exercise it'?). 'Selfemployed activities' in French is 'activites nonsalariees' (non-salaried activities).
You will see. therefore (hat the Treaty envisages
certain
fundamental
distinctions:
(a) the
distinction between wqe and salary earners and
those who take up and pursue non·salaried,
self.
employed activities; those who set up and manage
undenakings
and those who provide services.
including
those of the free professions;
(b)
between
'activities'
and
'professions':
the
emphasis is on what people do. rather than how
they are Qualified or how they style themselves;
(c) between activity in the public service. or
involving the exercise of official authority. and
other
activities;
and (d) between
'paper'
qualifications,
or diplomas (to be dealt with in
one set of directives). and conditions of acccs.s to
and exercise of non-salaried activities (to be dealt
with in another).
Looking at the matter another way, the emphasis
is on (1) the relationship between the beneficiary
of the freedom (le the person to whom freedom
of movement is given as a right by the Treaty)

this connotation
is to be seen in use in the phrase
'using one's professional
judgment';
and (4)
rmancial independence.
inherent in the idea of
'the liberal profession'.
The analysis,
in other words, may be by
reference to function or what a person does; to
qualification;
to submission _to rules and
discipline;
to membership
of a professional
body; to independence
of direction:
or to
financial or fiscal status. and. in this country.
social considerations
also come into the question
of whether a particular form of activity is in the
narrow sense to be described as 'professional'.
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The legal profession

the

What is 'the legal profession',? Does it mean
everyone who makes his living by practice of the
law? Is the teacher of law at a university. who is
not a member of one of the professional bodies
but is from time to time asked to give legal
advice. a member of the profession'? Are court
officials. who do not happen to be solicitors or
barristers.
members
of the profession'?
Arc
bailiffs
and such officials
members
of the
profession?
Does it depend on the context in
which you use the words 'legal profession',? In
certain contexts. the legal profession includes the
judges.
and
it includes
lawyers
in the
employment of government. national and local.
But it may. in-other contexts. be used in a much
narrower sense to mean only lawyers engaged in
private prac;.ice. On balance. it probably means
all those who have the qualification of solicitor
or barrister and who. in some fashion, 'tarn their
living in the prac'ice of the law, no matter what
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an incurable
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The British Home &: Hospi.tal
lor Incurables cares.
We ensure that she. and all
ow patients with .
progressive paralysing
diseases (male and female)
derive the greatest possible
enjoyment trom lile in the
homelike sunoundings
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Please help us to continue

and the person who paY' him (the Stale. the
employer

who pays his salary.

or the client who

pay. his fee); (2) what the person does. rather
than

his

Qualifications

or

his

professional

affiliation; and (3) a positive duty to (a) remove
obstacles,
diplomas,

(b) create mutual
recognition
of
cenificates and other titles or evidence

of formal qualifitatio •• ; and (c) co-<>rdinatethe
rwes of whatever kind which govern the exercise
of non-salaried
activities. The purpose is to
remove obstacles. The corollary is that there is
no need to remove obstacles where no obstacles
already exist.

MeanIn& of 'professlon'
Let me deal now with the word Iprofessioo'.
In
English, it can have two connotations.
The wide
one. according to the dictionary can mean any
fonn of trade or vocation by which a person
earns his living, but it may also, and normally
does. have a more narrow connotation,
meaning
a form of activity which implies onc or more of
the following things: (I) that one requires an
initial.qualification
to be able to exercise that
profession; (2) that, when one exercises it, there
is a continuing offer to the pubHc of competence,
integrity and answerability
for what one does,
which may be in varioUJ forms;
normally
through submission
to professional
rules and
discipline
and sometimes.
but not always,
through
compulsory
membership
of a
professional body which lays down the rules and
exercises
the discipline:
(3) an element
of
'independence'.
in the sense of freedom from
direction either from the client or from the
employer as to- how one is to do one's job:
normally the law is that the employer is. within
legal limits. entitled to direct the workman how
he is to do his job. but not the professional man:
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they actually do, but now let us examine some of
the other peculiarities of the profession in this
country.
It is a necessary Qualification to be a professional
, judge that one is first a solicitor or barrister, and,
having become a judge, one remains a solicitor
or barrister,
but by necessary definition,
the
activity of a judge is not the activity of a solicitor
or a barrister. However, lay-magistrates are not
'judges' in our terms, and a person can be in
practice as a solicitor or barrister in the narrow
sense, but can also sit part-time on the bench.
His two activities are distinct. Finally, a judge in
the lower court may be either a solicitor or -a
barrister and it does not matter which for the
purpose of being a judge,

De facto I think that, in most cases, those who
wish to employ lawyers to do legal work for them
on a salaried basis in this country would opt for
somebody who has the qualification of solicitor
or barrister. It does not matter which in most
cases. except where the employer wishes the
salaried lawyer to undertake reserved activities,
And that, in truth, means the acti ••..
ities r~served
to solicitors, because the salaried barrister is
specifically excluded from those very activities
which are the reserved activities of the barrister
which nobody else may perform.
Therefore,
to say of somebody or to say of
oneself, 'I am a solicitor' or 'I am a barrister'
may tell you what I do, but it may simply tell you
what my qualifications
are. However, whether

one is a solicitor or barrister, whether one is a
salaried lawyer in private practice, or a judge,
one is a member of some kind of professional
brotherhood,
with a common
outlook,
a
common sense of purpose and common loyalty,
One continental view of the profession, which is
probably the most different from ours is the
French, and because it is the one which is most
familiar to British lawyers, it is thought to
represent the continental outlook, but it is a good
one to take because it really represents
the
diametrical opposite of ours.
In French
the word
'profession' means
profession in the .••.ide English sense. Thus you
ha\'e, in a re.;ent opinion of the AdvocateGeneral at the COUrl of Justice dealing with the
profession
of Qvocat,
a reference
to 'th,
profession of welder' as a comparison.
The
narrower English meaning of 'profession'
is
impli~ by the words 'profession liberate', but
that also includes some references which are not
always present in the English use of the word,
'profession'
in the narrow sense, It implies, in
panicular, financial independence.
There is a tendency, in the French system, to
categorise by reference to function: that is by
reference 10 .•••hat a person does in parlicular.
There is also the element, parlicularly in the legal
profession, of territoriality: that one is a member
of a local Bar, the Bar of London, the Bar of
Bristol,
the Bar of Leeds,
the Bar of
Nottingham, each of which has its own system of
rules and discipline.
So, 'I am an avocat' tells you much more specific
things, than 'I am a solicitor'
or 'I am a
barrister'.
It tells you that I have certain
qualifications,
that I am subject
to the
continuing rules and discipline of a local Bar,
that I am entitled to do cerlain things which
others may not do, in panicular.
that I may
plead in certain courts. It also tell you, quite
specifically, that I do not, and may not, do
cerlain other things. I am not and may not be a
notary. I am and may not be a judge. I am not a
coun registrar, nor a 'juriste d'enterprise', that
is, a salaried lawyer in full-time employment in
industry or commerce, and I am not a lawyer in
the public service, whether in national or local
government. It also tells you that [am a member
of a 'profession liberate'. that is to say, a
member of a non-salaried
profession,
or a
profession exercising non-salaried activities. All
these are implied when you use that phrase. In
contradistinction
to the situation in this country,
the only shared qualification
of people who
perform legal work in France is their initial
university
degree,
which is a compulsory
qualification,
unlike the position here. Beyond
that, there is no shared membership
of a
common profession and no shared outlook or
loyalty. As the French constitution provides that
any person may advise any other person about
his rights in law, there exists another profession
(recently regulated) of 'conseiljuridique' or legal
adviser. University professors also exercise an
important role, in the giving of opinions. not
only. to clients, but also to lawyers and to the
courts.
The sharp edges of definition in the French
system and the lack of a common outlook.
organisation or discipline, are characteristic of
most French institutions. On the other hand, it is
a system in which professional control can be
tighter and which avoids certain tensions which
are present here: between, for example, those
who are in private practice, and those who are in
salaried employment. These tensions do Dot and
cannot arise, because there is not the same
combination of interests in the same body.
Now, in Germany,
least de facto) for
salaried lawyer or as
is that one becomes,

the basic qualification
(at
activity as a judge, as a
a lawyer in private practice,
at State expense, a deputy

ili
ili

judge. The qualification of 'assessor' is the basic
qualification.
Therefore, one can, in Gennany,
talk aboul 'the legal profession' in some sense,
because it goes be)'ond the universit)' degree. On
the other hand, once again, there is 'no shared
membership of a common professional body.
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Appllcallon of the Treaty of Rome
A.s to application of the EEC Treaty, initially,
there were three possibilities. The first argument
was that the 1 reat)' does not apply to lawyers at
all. That was an argument based principally on
art 55 of the TrealY, but was answered in Ihe
negative in Reyner's case. The second approach
is that the Treaty is simply concerned
with
removing
obstacles,
'3.nd leaves
national
structures untouched, by( that is an inadequate
analysis, because it ignores the important point
about art 57, which calls for directives coordinating the provisions for the taking up and
pursuit of self-employed activities.
The third thesis which may. or may not, affect
the salaried lawyer, is that, even if art 57 is
applied, even if the conditions for taking up and
pursuing activities of a professional nature, are
co-ordinated,
the extent of these changes is
limited to what is necessary to remove obstacles
but no more. In my view, that route.is the route
to metrication. It must be a route which proceeds
on a strict analysis of the Treaty, which, in turn
implies a strict analysis in terms of what people
do, of whether they are wage or salary earners,
or self-employed,
and all the other distinctions
mentioned
earlier,
including
the distinction
betweerr whether they are employed in the public
service or not.
Further, it leads to innumerable arguments such
as to whether a particular
state of affairs is
'established'
or whether this is 'employment',
or
that is 'non-salaried
employment'.
All these
distinctions come in, aggravat~
by the fact that
si:< languages and nine different cultures are
involved.
The most hopeful
way, in my view, is to
recognise that the Community
is a new legal
order, that it is genuinely something new, which
we must help to build. We must first recognise
that the categories of the Treaty are not mutually
exclusive and that many of them are quite
inadequate as a basis for analysis or construction
in the last quarter of the lOth century.
Does it, for instance, make sense any longer to
talk about establishment
and services as if they
were distinct, thinking it important
where a
person has his office and is established,
in a
situation where he can be giving advice face to
face in London
in the morning
and in
Washington in the afternoon, where he can have
an office in virtually any part of the world and
communicate
by telephone. telex or telecopier,
with any other part of the world simply by
dialling, and where, in truth, a person frankly
does not need an office and establishmem,
to
conduct a world-wide practice of law?
We also have to recognise that what we are
talking
about
in the Community
are not
Community problems, they are world problems
and world trends.
Specialisation is not a problem just for England,
just for solicitors. just for the Community. It is a
world
problem.
The law becomes
more
complex, and it becomes increasingly difficult to
pretend that one is omnicompetent,
that one can
be omnicompetent
on issuing from a law school
and articles, or whatever other form of practical
training there is.
Law is becoming internationalised.
The fact is
that the Member States of the Community are
taking steps to ilarmonise
the law on many
important aspects and SO, let us remember, is the
Council of Europe, although rather more slowly.
Computers are going to have an enormous effect
by the end of the next ten years, if it be the case
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LII,,' Sociel)"'s gazelle w«kly

tha!. by plugging in[o the computer data bank,
the lawy'er in Halifa). is going to ha\'e access to
precisely the same data as the lawyer with a large
office in London and an enormous library.
There
are anacks
on the concept
of our
profession, on professional standards and on the
professional organisations.
We have to ask ourselves, therefore, whether our
existing structures are adequate, both for the
protection of our clients and for the protection
of ourselves, The special merit of the Treaty, and
of the fact thal we are in the Community. is that,
because the Treaty involves a co-ordination
across six languages and nine systems, ••••.
e cannot
proceed on any other basis than by facing facts.
We have to face what are the realities of whal
people do and how they' acwally behave and how
they ought to beha\le, rather than cling to preconceived notions.

journal

of The Law Society' incorporating

mutual recognition of each other!.' fear!>, The
fears of loss of status, of recogni!>ed points of
reference. of !>tandards, Specificall)'. as regards
the position of the salaried lawyer, is it not time
that one asked whether it is realistic simply 10 say
that a salaried lawyer is just the same as a la ••••.
yer
in privale practice, except that he has jusl one
client? That may be, and indeed is. true in man)
cases
where
the C'mployer
respects
the
independence
of those whom he employs a!>
lawyers, Js it Hue in all cases? Do salaried
lawyers, and can salaried lawyers, always behave
in the same way as lawyers in pri\'ale practice?
Think of the posilion of some lawyers in local
government recently.

Posltioo 01 tbe saJarlOd lawyer

Should we not perhaps ask the question: 'Does
the lawyer, the salaried lawyer, need a special set
of rules: not to control his conduct but to guide it
and most particularly
to prO{~t him from
improper pr~ssure?'

Furthermore,
we have to do it in the COntext of
mutual respect for each others' syStems and

The bars and law societies of this country have
an Obligation to recognise and support the status

Law Guardian,

Wednesday

2S

July 1979

of salaried lawyers. There is a corresponding
obligalion
on salaried la .•••.
yers to observe the
obligations which go with membership of the
profession. No professional body can protect the
status of salaried lawyers just by asserting Ihal
they are members of a particular professional
body. 11 is essentialthal
wc assert the need for
salaried lawyers to share in and contribute to the
common
standards
and
the
common
professional
oUllook
of the profession.
Therefore,
would say (0 the salaried tawyer~
here: your future in the Community is in your
hands. There is no prospect of our being able, in
the Community
context,
to assert that legal
professional
privilege
altaches
10 the
communications
of {he salaried lawyer who does
not behave with the independence of mind and
conduct
which is the juslification
of legal
professional privilege.
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To all of you,
simply say this: we have the
opportunity
to create something new, and we
have nothing 10 lose but our pre-conceived ideas,

